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Abstract—Carrier Aggregation is one of the vital approaches
to achieve several orders of magnitude increase in peak data
rates. While carrier aggregation benefits have been extensively
studied in cellular networks, its application to satellite systems
has not been thoroughly explored yet. Carrier aggregation can
offer an enhanced and more consistent quality of service for
users throughout the satellite coverage via combining multiple
carriers, utilizing the unused capacity at other carriers, and en-
abling effective interference management. Furthermore, carrier
aggregation can be a prominent solution to address the issue of
the spatially heterogeneous satellite traffic demand. This paper
investigates introducing carrier aggregation to satellite systems
from a link layer perspective. Deployment of carrier aggregation
in satellite systems with the combination of multiple carriers
that have different characteristics requires effective scheduling
schemes for reliable communications. To this end, a novel load
balancing scheduling algorithm has been proposed to distribute
data packets across the aggregated carriers based on channel
capacities and to utilize spectrum efficiently. Moreover, in order
to ensure that the received data packets are delivered without per-
turbing the original transmission order, a perceptive scheduling
algorithm has been developed that takes into consideration chan-
nel properties along with the instantaneous available resources
at the aggregated carriers. The proposed modifications have
been carefully designed to make carrier aggregation transparent
above the medium access control (MAC) layer. Additionally,
the complexity analysis of the proposed algorithms has been
conducted in terms of the computational loads. Simulation results
are provided to validate our analysis, demonstrate the design
tradeoffs, and to highlight the potentials of carrier aggregation
applied to satellite communication systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

The demand of data traffic on satellite systems is skyrock-
eting, and data usage is expected to continue increasing for
the foreseeable future. Satellite communication is witnessing
this outgrowth of the traffic demand due to its seamless
high speed connectivity and ubiquitous broadband coverage
[2]. The ability to provide telecommunication services in a
wide range of sectors such as aeronautical, maritime, military,
rescue and disaster relief has led to a dramatic increase in the
demand for satellite data traffic [3], [4]. Moreover, in many
emerging applications for future wireless systems such as
interactive multimedia services, distributed IoT networks, and
content delivery networks (CDNs), satellite technology can
support this expansion, and thus, contribute to 5G and beyond
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ecosystems toward highly reliable networks with global mobile
coverage [5]. Specifically, 5G and beyond systems are mostly
about high-speed backhaul connectivity to the in-motion ter-
minals on airplanes, vehicles, trains, and vessels over large
coverage areas. However, this goal cannot be achieved by
only developing the terrestrial networks owing to the fact that
high-speed and multicast-enabled satellite links, direct to the
airplane, vehicles, train, or vessel, will complement existing
terrestrial connectivity [6].

The advantage of satellite systems in provisioning a wide
coverage and far-reaching access to a large number of various
users makes the traffic demands more heterogeneous and
spatially distributed. The flexibility to adapt to such spatial
diversified traffic demands is a crucial requirement for future
broadband satellite systems [7], and the resilience in assign-
ing the constrained satellite resources is essential to satisfy
the uneven demands [8]. Many important contributions to
the developments of flexible resource allocation have been
conducted in this context. For instance, an optimal dynamic
capacity allocation scheme is investigated in [9] by utilizing
smart gateway diversity setup and considering users’ requested
and gateways’ offered capacities to minimize system capacity
losses and improve rate matching performance.

The fundamental satellite network parameters such as uplink
and downlink antenna gains, user receiving gains and noise
temperature, path losses, and data rates have been jointly
optimized in [10] to increase system resource utilization. The
concept of beam-hopping has been particularly studied in
[11]–[13] to harness the benefits of flexible system architecture
in order to fulfill the inconstant traffic demands over time and
geographical locations. Beam-hopping system allows sharing
in time, power, and frequency resources among multiple beams
to offer higher usable throughput. Reference [14] studies
system resource allocation in the forward link of multibeam
satellite networks and proposes an algorithm for resource
allocation with objective of satisfying the requested traffic
across different beams with taking fairness into consideration.
A dynamic on-board signal processing scheme in a multiple
gateway multibeam satellite system has been designed in [15]
to render flexible resource allocation, although this architecture
imposes high complexity to the satellite payload.

Furthermore, carrier aggregation technique has been intro-
duced to terrestrial networks in Long Term Evolution-Advance
(LTE-A) standard to allow multiple component carriers across
the available spectrum bands to be flexibly aggregated to
support wider transmission bandwidth, and thus, increasing
the overall system capacity [16]. Carrier aggregation in ter-
restrial networks has achieved a considerable enhancement
in performance through maximizing the spectrum utilization
and satisfying the extremely high throughput requirements
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[17]. Carrier aggregation does not only efficiently exploit
the available spectrum but it also maintains users’ quality
of service through effective interference management and
avoidance capabilities [18]. Therefore, a natural step would
be combining carrier aggregation with satellite system ar-
chitectures in synergy to harness the multiplexing gain by
distributing the traffic dynamically over multiple carriers.

In heterogeneous wireless networks, traffic aggregation is
set to play an essential role in leveraging radio resources
to improve user peak data rate and quality of service [19].
However, traffic aggregation solutions at the upper layers, e.g.,
transport and application layers, may not be very efficient
in terms of performance. The lack of instantaneous channel
information at these layers makes them incompetent under
variable channel conditions [20], [21]. In contrast, several
designing insights have been drawn from other works indi-
cating that aggregation schemes at the link layer accomplish a
major performance enhancement owing to the availability of
feedback instantaneous channel information [22]. For instance,
in LTE protocol structure, carrier aggregation is essentially
handled by the medium access control (MAC) entity that is
responsible for distributing data packets across the component
carriers based on a specific scheduling approach, where it
can achieve an overall wider bandwidth and correspondingly
higher per-link data rates [23]. Therefore, this work aims at
developing a traffic scheduler operates at the link layer to
maximize the resource utilization and improve peak data rates.

Notwithstanding that deployment of carrier aggregation
technique in terrestrial networks has been widely investigated,
its integration into satellite communication systems has not
attracted a worthwhile attention in academia. Meanwhile, the
European Space Agency (ESA) has funded a project titled as
CADSAT [24] that deals with introducing carrier aggregation
to satellite systems, where multiple potential scenarios have
been extensively explored and analyzed based on market,
business, and technical feasibility standpoints. The works in
[25] and [26] focus on designing an optimal carrier-user
assignment scheme for carrier aggregation in a multibeam
Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) satellite system. Specifically,
both inter-transponder and intra-transponder carrier aggrega-
tion have been considered at the satellite payload level of the
communication stack to address the difficulty of carrier-user
assignment in an environment of multiple users that can be
multiplexed in each carrier. Reference [27] devises a carrier
aggregation scheme for satisfying the non-uniform user traffic
demands across the system, and thus, improving the overall
spectral resource utilization of satellite systems. Beyond this,
the authors’ work in [1] and its extension in this paper focus
on load balancing and scheduling design at the gateway side.

On the other hand, channel bonding for satellite systems
has been already deployed and defined in DVB-S2X standard
[28] as a scheme where a single data stream is transmitted over
different RF channels through different transponders lying in
the same frequency band. In contrast, carrier aggregation refers
to simultaneously combining multiple contiguous and non-
contiguous carriers in different spectrum bands to constitute a
larger transmission bandwidth. Comparing to carrier aggrega-
tion, channel bonding has numerous inherent limitations for

broadband applications that would hinder resource allocation
flexibility. Moreover, channel bonding utilizes constant modu-
lation and coding (MODCOD) schemes, where all the services
employ same coding and modulation procedures, which is a
very deterrent factor for its deploying in future broadband
applications. These limitations have motivated this work to
consider carrier aggregation in order to jointly enhance system
throughput and flexibility.

Introducing carrier aggregation to satellite systems requires
the resource allocation module to be more flexible while
scheduling radio resources for users. Besides, the assignment
of carriers has to be tailored with available resources and
channel characteristics of each user because it has a significant
impact on network performance. Specifically, within the MAC
layer, a scheduler has to be carefully designed for load
balancing and Protocol Data Unit (PDU) scheduling among
the aggregated carriers. More importantly, an appropriate PDU
scheduling algorithm is a prime part of carrier aggregation
mechanism that takes into consideration the quality of service
requirements of each user and attains a certain level of fairness,
and hence, leads to an enhancement in the achievable system
capacity and service performance.

This paper focuses on establishing an architecture with a
detailed design for embedding carrier aggregation in satellite
systems from a link layer viewpoint. In other words, we
will demonstrate the main essential blocks that enable carrier
aggregation, namely the PDU scheduler at the gateway, and
the traffic merging unit at the receiver. The developed structure
is mainly aiming at focusing the implementation efforts on
the gateway side, so that the user terminal stays as simple
as possible with minimum changes required to support carrier
aggregation. To this end, the traffic merging block at the user
terminal is simply a First-In First-Out (FIFO) system. More
importantly, the proposed modifications at the link layer is
making carrier aggregation invisible to the upper layers, i.e., no
further modifications are needed as the output packet streams
will be identical to the non-aggregation case. Hence, it is of
extremely importance that the PDU scheduler module at the
gateway side is perceptively distributing the incoming PDUs
among the aggregated carriers to ensure that they can be easily
merged in a single stream with a simple FIFO buffer such
that the reconstructed PDUs at the user terminal are in the
correct order with no missing PDU. Therefore, we will mainly
concentrate our investigating and designing efforts in this work
on a scenario where a certain user is aggregating two carriers,
and then, the extension for including more carriers/users can
be readily conducted based on these guidelines.
Contributions: Our technical contributions can be explicitly
summarized as follows

1) Design guidelines are provided for deploying carrier
aggregation technique into satellite communication sys-
tems. Specifically, the proposed modifications at the link
layer of the system architecture have been thoroughly
analyzed and efficiently designed to make carrier ag-
gregation transparent to the upper layers, and thus, no
further stringent adjustments are needed.

2) Novel load balancing scheduling algorithms have been
proposed to distribute data packets efficiently across the
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aggregated carriers based on their capacities. Specifi-
cally, load balancing algorithms for two carriers and
three carriers aggregation scenarios are elaborated, and
their tightness to the load balancing theoretical model is
also evaluated.

3) Aiming at delivering data packets without perturbing
their original transmission order while keeping user
terminal design simple, a perceptive scheduler has been
jointly developed alongside with the load balancing
method through taking into account not only channel
characteristics but also the instant accessible resources
of the aggregated carriers. Thus, in addition to achieving
intelligent packet distribution, this procedure avoids any
ordering problem that may occur at the receiver.

4) Deploying schedulers for carrier aggregation inherently
introduces complexity and delay variation. Therefore,
the complexity of the proposed algorithms is analyzed
in terms of the computational loads, and the additional
complexity of the established scheduling block within
the other link layer entities is quantified as well.

5) The performance of the proposed scheduling algorithms
has been investigated in terms of the achievable peak
data rate and in-order delivery success rate. Simulation
results including some performance comparisons are
provided to demonstrate the validity and gains of the
proposed algorithms.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The system
model is presented in Section II. Next, a detailed description
and presentation of the proposed scheduling algorithms are
provided in Section III, along with their complexity analyses.
Numerical examples and demonstrations of various simulation
results are given in section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn
in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider the forward link of a broadband multibeam
GEO satellite system that employs multi-carrier transponders.
In this setting, carrier aggregation can be applied for both
intra-beam and inter-beam scenarios. More precisely, in the
use case of enabling carrier aggregation within a single beam
employing multiple carriers that cover the same region, a
user may aggregate carriers across or within transponders
that might originate from the same or different gateways
as depicted in Fig. 1. Load balancing between transponders
in a single-beam can be achieved via carrier aggregation
to leverage the underutilized spectrum and offer extended
bandwidth to the users with high demand. In this context,
the transponders are assumed to be coexisted for covering
the same region, which can be done either through Frequency
Division Multiplexing (FDM) or using two polarizations (e.g.,
horizontal and vertical polarizations) in the same bandwidth.

Similarly, in multibeam systems, inter-beam carrier aggre-
gation provides flexibility to adapt to heterogeneous traffic
demands, namely congestion on the so-called hot beams (high
demand beams) can be relieved by utilizing resources from
the neighboring cold beams (low demand beams), which
usually happens at the beams’ edges as illustrated in Fig.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of intra-beam carrier aggregation in a multi-carrier
satellite system
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of inter-beam carrier aggregation in a multibeam
satellite system.

2. Thus, carrier aggregation can boost the peak data rates
for the edge users, and hence, provisioning a steady quality
of service over the entire coverage area. Additionally, this
scenario is particularly relevant to the aeronautical mobile
satellite services as it can ensure the continuity of service
without degradation while traveling through the beams’ edges.
In this, a 4-color reuse frequency scheme is considered, that is
allowing frequency reuse with minimal interference between
neighboring spot beams. It is worth mentioning that in a fully
loaded network, carrier aggregation may offer a very limited
advantage because offloading can hardly increase the sum
capacity of the system.

Furthermore, the fluctuation in satellite channel conditions
has been incorporated in this work through employing the
Digital Video Broadcasting-Satellite (DVB-S) (DVB-S2 and
DVB-S2X) standardization, which are used by most satellite
operators worldwide. These standards are very flexible and
covering a variety of satellite applications. They are also
characterized by several important features such as a flexible
input stream adapter that is suitable for operation with single
and multiple input streams of various formats. Additionally, a
wide range of code rates and constellations that are optimized
for operation over non-linear transponders are also adopted in
DVB-S2 standards alongside with a set of multiple spectrum
shapes for different roll-off factors [28].

Satellite communications impose different constraints com-
pared to terrestrial systems in terms of attenuation, propagation
delays, fading, etc., namely satellite channels are charac-
terized by excessive propagation delays and intense fading
phenomena. Thus, long Forward Error Correction (FEC) based
on LDPC (Low-Density Parity Check) codes concatenated
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with BCH codes and fading mitigation techniques have been
employed based on DVB-S2 and DVB-S2X standards to
address these channel limitations. These techniques essentially
rely on an adaptive link layer design that is conducted by
providing each user with the most suitable MODCOD scheme
according to the link Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). In this
context, the Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM) provides
efficient channel protection and dynamic link adaptation to
different propagation conditions, targeting each individual re-
ceiving terminal. In the proposed integration scheme of carrier
aggregation into satellite systems, ACM technique has been
considered to cope with the long-distance fading and long-
transmission delay of satellite channels.

The focus of this work is to design the two main critical
blocks that are required to deploy carrier aggregation technique
in satellite systems, namely packet (PDU) scheduler block
at the gateway and traffic merging procedure at the user
terminal. For this objective, the process of establishing carrier
aggregation in a single user is thoroughly and elaborately
analyzed while the presence of other users within the same
Base Band Frames (BBFrames) is not neglected, where zero-
padding is applied to fill up the remaining part of BBFrame
data fields. To this end, we have introduced a parameter that
determines the percentage of the BBFrame data field that can
be utilized by the intended user for transmission, which is
called fill rate and denoted as fr. Fig. 3 depicts an illustration
for the fill rate in a BBFrame.

User Data Other Users’ Data

BBFrame Data Field Length (B)

fr ×B (1− fr)×B

Fig. 3. User fill rate representation in BBFrame structure.

In this system, two carriers are aggregated to provide a
wider bandwidth for a single user. Fig. 4 shows the changes
required at the MAC layer protocol so as to ensure compati-
bility with DVB-S2 and DVB-S2X specifications. As the link
layer is the core of this system and for the purpose of keeping
upper layers intact and not aware of the carrier aggregation, the
functionality of network layer at the transmitter side is simply
represented by a PDU generator. Hence, the introduced PDU
scheduler block takes the generated PDUs as input together
with the parameters of the aggregated carriers, i.e. bandwidth
(BW) and SNR, to bring forth two separated PDU streams, one
for each carrier. The SNR here accounts for additive noise,
as well as the radiated signal strength and the attenuation
throughout the channel and the system. In addition to BW and
SNR, fill rate factor is also taken into consideration as another
input parameter to the PDU scheduler because it reflects the
actual available capacity offered to the user by each carrier
individually, and thus, the dimension of the Generic Stream
Encapsulation (GSE) packets will be changed accordingly.

The function of PDU scheduler is to distribute the incoming
PDUs from the upper layer between the two carriers according
to their channel characteristics. Afterwards, each PDU flow
goes to a typical GSE encapsulation block. In this function,
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Fig. 4. Carrier aggregation link layer design.

PDUs are encapsulated in GSE packets and according to
their dimension, they could be encapsulated in a single GSE
packet or sliced into PDU fragments and encapsulated in
several GSE packets. Since the maximum dimension of a GSE
packet is limited to 4KB, while the maximum dimension of
a PDU can be up to 65536 bytes [29], PDU fragmentation
might be required before the encapsulation. The encapsulated
packets for each carrier are then placed together to create
two streams of BBFrames. Whereas, at the link layer of the
receiver side, conventional GSE decapsulation is performed
and then the PDUs are reconstructed independently in both
links. PDU reconstruction includes defragmentation of the
segmented PDUs at the transmitter side. The integrity of the
reconstructed PDUs is also checked at the link layer using a
CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) code. Then, the two streams
of the reconstructed PDUs are merged at the FIFO buffer and
passed to the network layer.

III. PROPOSED SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS

In this section, the concept of load balancing between
the aggregated carriers is first described in brief. Next, the
proposed load balance scheduling algorithms for two carriers
and three carriers aggregation are presented, respectively.
Thereafter, a perceptive scheduler design is introduced to avoid
the potential pitfalls of the load balancing schedulers and to
obtain the best possible link adaptation. Finally, the added
complexity and computational load of the proposed scheduling
algorithms are analyzed.

A. Load Balancing Scheduler

In this subsection, a load balancing scheduler that distributes
the incoming PDUs across the aggregated carriers is proposed
based on channel conditions and the available resources. To
this end, the following algorithms are developed for efficient
and fair scheduling that takes into account capacity and fill
rate of the considered carriers. To begin with, let us define the
ratio between capacities and fill rates of the aggregated carriers
as the load balancing factor (α) for the case of aggregating
two carriers, which can be calculated as follows:

α =
C2fr,2
C1fr,1

, where C1fr,1 ≥ C2fr,2 (1)

where Ci and fr,i account for the capacity and fill rate of
the i-th carrier, respectively, and i ∈ {1, 2}. Basically, carrier
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capacity is determined by the bandwidth, modulation order,
and code rate, which are obtained based on the SNR of the
carrier and in accordance with DVB-S2 and DVB-S2X stan-
dards, specifically Table (13) in [30] and Table (20a) in [31].
Both DVB-S2 and DVB-S2X use several MODCOD schemes
to take advantage of the variable transmission conditions of
each carrier, and therefore they feature different capacity and
transmission time with each MODCOD.

In order to expedite the scheduling process and suppress any
incurred delay due to PDUs assignment, the scheduling is done
by using a look-up table or an allocation table that contains a
mapping of carrier allocation sequences and its corresponding
load balancing factor (α) values. The length of the allocation
table mainly depends on the selected granularity (β) of α.
Thus, based on a range of α values with a reasonable gran-
ularity, the allocation table can be generated beforehand and
stored. Then, these carrier allocation patterns are ultimately
used to schedule the incoming PDUs between the aggregated
carriers. The allocation table can be dynamically modified
based on the application, which gives a degree of resilience
to the system. The procedure to generate the allocation table,
when aggregating two carriers, is presented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Generating the allocation table for two
carriers aggregation

Input: α = 0.01
β = 0.01 (Granularity of α)
µ = Number of PDUs

1 Generate v2 = 1 : 1 : µ
2 while α ≤ 1 do
3 Generate v1 = α : α : αµ
4 w = [v1v2] Merge the two vectors
5 Sort [w] Ascendingly
6 Find j, index of the first duplicate values in [w]
7 a = w(1 : j + 1)
8 s = [α,a] Store Allocation Sequence with α
9 α = α+ β

10 end

Fundamentally, the conception behind the load balancing
algorithm is simply to prioritize allocating more PDUs to the
high capacity carrier and vice versa. The inputs to the proposed
algorithm are the number of PDUs (µ) that need to be sched-
uled, and the granularity (β) of the load balancing factor (α).
Then, two similar sequences of length µ, v1 = α{1, 2, ..., µ}
and v2 = {1, 2, ..., µ} are generated that correspond the first
and second carriers, respectively. The vector v1 is multiplied
by α, where 0 < α ≤ 1, in order to favour the carrier with
the higher capacity and fill rate. Next, these two vectors are
merged to produce w = [v1v2], which will be later sorted
in an ascending order. At the first duplicate values in vector
[w] the sequence will be cut and stored in new vector [a].
All elements in [a] are tracked and labeled according to their
originating carrier. Finally, the produced allocation sequence
[a] is collected with its α value, and then the same steps are
repeated for α = α+ β.

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0.5 1 5 1 2 ... 10

1 1 1.5 2 2 2.5 3 3 3.5

...

...0.5

...C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1C2 C2 C2

v1

v2

w = [v1v2]

Allocation
sequence

Ascending
sorting

Fig. 5. Example of generating carrier allocation sequence based on load
balancing algorithm.

To elaborate more about Algorithm 1, a numerical example
is given in the following. Assume that there are two carriers
(C1 and C2) to be aggregated and their load balancing factor
is α = 0.5, namely, the first carrier offers twice the capacity
of the second carrier. Thus, for a number of PDUs equals to
10, v1 and v2 can be created as shown in Fig. 5. Next, these
two vectors are combined to make vector w that will be sorted
ascendingly in the next step. Obviously, the elements in the
sorted sequence provide the allocation order to be followed
for carrier assignment, which is [C1,C1,C2]. Specifically, it
corresponds to sending a single PDU through the second
carrier for every two PDUs sent through the first carrier.

To further extend the design of the load balancing algorithm
to deal with more than two carriers, we can follow the
aforementioned methodology that we used for designing the
two carriers case, but we will have multiple load balancing
factors (e.g. α1, α2 , . . . etc.), instead of only one factor in
the case of aggregating two carriers. Specifically, the number
of load balancing factors equals to the number of aggregated
carriers (NC) minus one. The carrier with highest capacity
among other carriers will be the reference point to calculate
the first load balancing factor (α1) with respect to the other
slower carriers, and the carrier with the higher capacity after
the first carrier will the next reference point to calculate the
next load balancing factor (α2) with the rest of the slower
carriers, and so forth. For instance, in case of aggregating
three carriers (NC = 3) the number load balancing factors is
two, which can be calculated as follows

α1 =
C2fr,2 + C3fr,3

C1fr,1
, and α2 =

C3fr,3
C2fr,2

where C1fr,1 ≥ C2fr,2 ≥ C3fr,3. (2)

Moreover, according to the findings of [26], the maximum
number of carriers that can be aggregated to achieve an optimal
performance is three. Therefore, generating the allocation table
for three carrier aggregation case is given in Algorithm 2.

Theoretically, to fully utilize the available resources in the
aggregated carriers and realize an ideal load balancing, the
number of PDUs that should be scheduled over each carrier
has be calculated by the theoretical load balancing model as
follows [32].

ηi = round

(
Cifr,i∑NC

j=1 Cjfr,j
µ

)
, (3)
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Algorithm 2: Generating the allocation table for three
carriers aggregation

Input: α1 = 0.01 and α2 = 0.01
β = 0.01 (Granularity of α1 and α2)
µ = Number of PDUs

1 Generate v2 = 1 : 1 : µ
2 while α1 ≤ 1 do
3 Generate v1 = α1 : α1 : α1µ
4 w1 = [v1v2] Merge the two generated vectors
5 Sort [w1] Ascendingly
6 Find j, index of the first duplicate values in[w1]
7 a = w1(1 : j + 1)
8 a = a(mod(0 : µ− 1, length(a)) + 1)
9 while α2 ≤ 1 do

10 Generate v3 = α2 : α2 : α2µ
11 Generate v4 = 1 : 1 : µ
12 w2 = [v3v4] Merge the two vectors
13 Sort [w2] Ascendingly
14 Find j, index of first duplicate values in [w2]
15 b = w2(1 : j + 1)
16 b = b(mod(0 : µ− 1, length(b)) + 1)
17 m = 1
18 for k = 1 : µ do
19 if a(k) 6= 1 then
20 if a(k) 6= b(m) then
21 a(k) = b(m)
22 end
23 m = m+ 1
24 end
25 end
26 s = [α1, α2,a] Store Allocation Sequence with

α1 and α2

27 α2 = α2 + β
28 end
29 α1 = α1 + β
30 end

where ηi represents the number of the assigned PDUs to the
i-th carrier, and NC accounts for the number of aggregated
carriers. To validate the load balancing algorithms, a compari-
son between the theoretical model and the proposed algorithms
will be illustrated in performance evaluation section.

B. Perceptive Scheduler

Intuitively, scheduling PDUs to their corresponding carri-
ers is not necessarily reflecting their transmission order in
the BBFrames because they will be fragmented/encapsulated
according to the assigned carrier capacity and fill rate. For in-
stance, when a carrier has more capacity that allows to convey
two PDUs or more in one BBFrame while the other carrier has
space only for one PDU in a BBFrame that will bring about
an ordering problem at the receiver side. Therefore, BBFrame
length and the instant available space in each BBFrame should
be taken into consideration in the scheduling process. To this
end, we have further investigated such cases and developed a
supplementary procedure to track the allocation process that is

done by the load balancing scheduler. The proposed procedure
is conducting in advance comparison between the PDU length,
the occupied bits in current BBFrame of each carrier, and the
number of transmitted BBFrames in both carriers. Practically,
this scheduler can minimize packet reordering at the receiver
side and improve the performance of transport protocols,
namely it can enhance communication reliability when using
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and reduce network latency in
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP).

Our basic idea is to incorporate the tradeoff between chan-
nel capacity and the instantaneous available resources when
allocating a PDU to a carrier, and hence, do the scheduling
and link adaptation collectively. In this context, BBFrame
transmission is carrying out in a dynamic manner, where it
has to constantly check the BBFrame creation process of the
two carriers in a parallel manner to verify if any further adjust-
ment to the allocation sequence is required. Particularly, three
factors are organizing and deciding this precise scheduling, (i)
length of PDU, (ii) count of the transmitted BBFrames, and
(iii) the remaining bits at the current BBFrame. The developed
perceptive scheduling procedure is detailed in Algorithm 3,
where the occupied space in each BBFrame (ψi) is updating
after every transmitted PDU.

In Algorithm 3, λ symbolizes the length of the PDUs in
bits, and BBFrame useful bits account for the usable payload
that a user can exploit for data transmission after eliminating
overheads. There are two counters tracking the number of
transmitted BBFrames in each carrier and they are represented
by Q1 and Q2, respectively. To prioritize the carrier that has
sufficient space in its current BBFrame for the upcoming PDU,
the factor ψi is introduced in order to keep under observation
the occupied space in both BBFrames. This algorithm first
considers the incipient phase when both carriers have equal
numbers of transmitted BBFrames (Q1 = Q2), afterwards,
the subsequent phases are addressed by either the case of
Q1 > Q2 or Q1 = Q2. The case of Q1 < Q2 is disregarded
here because of the presumption of considering the first carrier
always has a higher combination of capacity and fill rate than
the second carrier (C1fr,1 ≥ C2fr,2).

PDU (λ)

Carrier 1 Carrier 2
BBFrame1(B1) BBFrame2 (B2)

ψ1(a)

(b)

ψ2 B2 − ψ2B1 − ψ1

ψ2

(c) ψ2

ψ1

ψ1

Fig. 6. Examples to illustrate the mechanism of the perceptive scheduling
algorithm.
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Algorithm 3: Perceptive allocation for two carriers
aggregation

Input: λ = PDU length
B1 = BBFrame1 useful bits
B2 = BBFrame2 useful bits
Q1 = 1, First carrier BBFrame counter
Q2 = 1, Second carrier BBframe counter
ψ1 = 0, occupied bits in BBFrame1
ψ2 = 0, occupied bits in BBFrame2
j = 1

1 while j ≤ µ do
2 if Q1 = Q2 then
3 if B1 − ψ1 > λ and B2 − ψ2 > λ then
4 if B1 − ψ1 >= B2 − ψ2 then
5 Allocate PDU(j) to carrier 1
6 else
7 Allocate PDU(j) to carrier 2
8 end
9 else if B1 − ψ1 > λ and B2 − ψ2 < λ then

10 Allocate PDU(j) to carrier 1
11 else if B1 − ψ1 < λ and B2 − ψ2 > λ then
12 Allocate PDU(j) to carrier 2
13 else
14 if B1 − ψ1 >= B2 − ψ2 then
15 Allocate PDU(j) to carrier 1
16 else
17 Allocate PDU(j) to carrier 2
18 end
19 end
20 else if Q1 > Q2 then
21 if 2B2 − ψ2 < λ then
22 Allocate PDU(j) to carrier 1
23 else if ψ1 + λ >= ψ2 + λ then
24 Allocate PDU(j) to carrier 2
25 else
26 Allocate PDU(j) to carrier 1
27 end
28 end
29 j = j + 1, ψi = ψi − λ
30 end

To illustrate the scheduling decision process in the percep-
tive algorithm, the following basic examples are provided as
shown in Fig. 6. Specifically, we have a PDU of length λ that
must be transmitted either through carrier 1 or carrier 2. First,
the initial phase is considered when Q1 = Q2. In the first
case (a), the scheduler checks the space availability in both
carriers’ BBFrames and learns that both carriers have enough
space to carry this PDU, i.e., B1−ψ1 > λ and B2−ψ2 > λ.
Since the first carrier has more unoccupied space in its current
BBFrame than the second carrier, then this PDU is allocated
to the first carrier. Next example in case (b) clearly shows
that the second carrier has to handle this incoming PDU due
to the higher unoccupied capacity, which fits the entire length
of the PDU within its current BBFrame. In the third case (c),
both carriers have smaller unoccupied spaces than λ, thus the

decision will be to send it through the first carrier because it
has larger available space (B1 − ψ1) than the second carrier
(B2−ψ2). Second, when more PDUs are already transmitted
through the first carrier than the second carrier (Q1 > Q2),
the decision for case (c) will be different than the previous
scenario. Since both current BBFrames cannot fully handle
the entire PDU, then the priority now is for the second carrier
as long as it can be entirely sent over the next BBFrame.

C. Complexity Analysis

The proposed design modifications in this work to enable
carrier aggregation in satellite communication systems are
entirely restricted within the link layer, which limits the added
complexity to the system architecture. However, the essential
block to support multiple carriers is the packet scheduler
that inherently adds a layer of complexity and introduces
some delay variations. Therefore, the complexity of the pro-
posed scheduling algorithms is analyzed in terms of their
computational loads. Specifically, packet allocation with load
balancing scheduling algorithm is executed using a look-up
table, which makes its contribution to the processing load is
very marginal comparing to other link layer functions such
as PDU fragmentation and GSE encapsulation. Nevertheless,
generating the allocation sequences that are constituting the
allocation table is obtained from Algorithms 1 and 2 with a
time complexity depends on the number of aggregated carriers,
namely O(nNC−1). The complexity of the load balancing
algorithms 1 and 2 are O(n) and O(n2), respectively.

Moreover, the complexity of the perceptive scheduling
Algorithm 3 is very low as it is just a supplementary pro-
cedure added to the load balancing algorithm to carry out in
advance comparison between PDU lengths, occupied bits in
carriers’ BBFrames, and numbers of transmitted BBFrames in
both carriers. This comparison takes insignificant processing
time and its impact on the complexity of the scheduling
algorithm is minimal. Additionally, the computation of the
perceptive scheduler speeds up when considering balanced
carriers (α → 1) for aggregation because the load balancing
scheduler causes less ordering problems in such cases, and
then a large reduction can be expected in the number of calls
to the perceptive procedure. Therefore, the complexity of the
proposed algorithms is fairly low. In the next section, more
experiments will be run to quantify the additional complexity
of the developed schedulers by testing various settings with
the consideration of balanced and unbalanced carriers.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section presents the simulation results. We investigate
the validity of the proposed algorithms and evaluate their
performances using a software-based demonstrator laboratory
testbed that is delineated in [33]. This demonstrator is Matlab
experimental platform built based on the conventional GSE
protocol as detailed in [29]. Specifically, a GSE encapsulation
function is constructed at the transmitter side as it performs
PDU fragmentation and encapsulation to constitute the GSE
packets. Afterwards, a GSE packet scheduler function is
implemented to put together the completed GSE packets based
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Fig. 7. The achievable peak data rate versus SNR. A comparison between
single carrier, channel bonding, and carrier aggregation.

on the available space in each BBFrame data field of the
aggregated carriers. At the receiver side, a GSE decapsulation
function is implemented to process the received BBFrames
and extract the GSE packets. These extracted GSE packets
are passed to another function that is responsible for PDU
reconstruction at the receiver side, where in case of fragmented
PDUs, the CRC and all the elements needed to recalculate the
CRC are passed as well in order to check the integrity of the
reconstructed PDUs.

In this section, the performance of the proposed carrier ag-
gregation scheme will be evaluated in terms of the achievable
peak data rate and compared to the conventional channel bond-
ing technique in satellite systems. Next, both load balancing
algorithms for two carriers and three carriers aggregation will
be validated by examining their tightness to the theoretical load
balancing model. Further, the performance of the proposed
scheduling algorithms in terms of delivering PDUs without
perturbing their original transmission order will be compared
to a traditional scheduler. Finally, the complexity of each
proposed scheduling algorithm is quantified.

In Fig. 7, the achievable peak data rate of a user terminal
utilizing three different carriers is scrutinized. The peak data
rate is plotted against the SNR (γ1) of the first carrier, whereas
the other carriers have lower SNRs. The second and third
carriers have γ2 = γ1−3 dB and γ3 = γ1−5 dB, respectively.
For the sake of comparison, we consider all carriers have
similar bandwidth and fill rate, namely, BW = 10 MHz
and fr = 50%. Fig. 7 shows comparisons between carrier
aggregation and channel bonding from the achievable peak
data rate viewpoint. The channel bonding is simulated here
based on the specifications of DVB-S2X standard [28]. It can
be readily seen that carrier aggregation outperforms channel
bonding in both cases of combining two carriers (NC = 2)
and three carriers (NC = 3). Interestingly, in the useful SNR
regime lower than 10 dB, aggregating two carriers achieves a
slightly higher peak data rate than bonding three carriers.
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Fig. 8. The achievable peak data rate versus bandwidth. A comparison
between single carrier and carrier aggregation.
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Fig. 9. The achievable peak data rate versus fill rate. A comparison between
single carrier and carrier aggregation.

In Fig. 8, the peak data rates of two carriers having
different bandwidths are plotted against bandwidth of the first
carrier, and then compared to the achievable peak data rate of
aggregating both carriers. The second carrier has a 5 MHz
lower bandwidth than the first carrier BW2 = BW1 − 5
MHz, whereas the bandwidth of the first carrier increases as
BW1 = 15 : 5 : 100 MHz. For the sake of comparison, all
other parameters of the carriers are fixed, namely γ1 = 6 dB,
γ2 = 4 dB, and fr,1 = fr,2 = 50%. Obviously, aggregating
different carriers offers a higher operational bandwidth through
creating larger ‘virtual’ carrier bandwidths for satellite ser-
vices, which will achieve a higher peak data rate. This makes
carrier aggregation technique as an essential approach to meet
the growing satellite traffic demand in a well-timed manner.

The performance of carrier aggregation with respect to fill
rate is investigated by considering two carriers, one allocates
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fixed resources to the investigated user while the second carrier
offers an increasing space in the BBFrame data field that
can be utilized for data transmission, which is represented
by the fill rate parameter. Specifically, the parameters of first
carrier are BW1 = 12 MHz, γ1 = 8 dB, and fr,1 = 80%,
while the second carrier has BW2 = 12 MHz, γ2 = 8
dB, and fr,2 = [5 : 5 : 95]%. The peak data rates of these
carriers individually along with result of aggregating them are
plotted versus fr,2 in Fig. 9. Fill rate, as earlier defined in this
paper, is the parameter that determines the percentage of the
BBFrame data field in a carrier that can be utilized by a user
for carrier aggregation. Accordingly, the cases of fr = 0% and
fr = 100% mean that there is no space in that carrier to be
utilized for carrier aggregation and the user is fully assigned
to that carrier and carrier aggregation cannot be applied,
respectively. Clearly, the relationship between fill rate and peak
data rate is linear when assuming all other carrier parameters
are invariant. It can be noticed that carrier aggregation always
achieves a higher peak data rate than a single carrier. Beyond
this, it also reveals that spectrum efficiency can be improved
through resource sharing between radio channels. In short, the
observations about the peak data rate that can be accomplished
when employing carrier aggregation validate the discussion
that is given in Section I about the benefits of deploying
carrier aggregation in satellite communications. Hence, our
analysis and designing insights in this paper can be useful as
a benchmark for performance comparison purposes with other
practical data rate enhancement techniques in high throughput
satellite systems.

Next, the performance of the proposed load balancing
scheduler in Algorithm 1 is evaluated in Fig. 10 by considering
two unbalanced carriers to be aggregated. The numbers of
allocated PDUs to each carrier (η1 and η2) are plotted versus
the load balancing factor (α). Theoretical curves are obtained
using equation (3), and the curves of the load balancing
scheduling are calculated using the sequences in the generated
allocation table for each corresponding α value. Here we
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Fig. 11. Validation of load balancing algorithm for NC = 3.

consider a stream of PDUs (µ = 200) to be distributed across
carrier 1 and carrier 2 of bandwidths 50 MHz and 40 MHz,
respectively, while the SNR of the first carrier is 10 dB and
of the second carrier is 8 dB. Further, carriers’ fill rates are
setup as fixed (fr,1 = 70%) for the first carrier, whilst in
the second carrier varies as fr,2 = [10 : 10 : 100]% to
attain the shown α ranging. Fig. 10 reveals that when α
increases the difference between η1 and η2 decreases till the
balance point when α = 1 where both carriers convey same
number of PDUs, i.e., η1 = η2. More importantly, we can
clearly observe that our algorithm is significantly tight to the
theoretical distribution. Additionally, the proposed algorithm
provides the actual chronological sequence for transmission.

In Fig. 11, Algorithm 2 is evaluated by comparing its
tightness with the theoretical load-balancing formula in (3). To
this end, we consider a data stream consists of 300 PDUs (i.e.,
µ = 300) to be scheduled over three aggregated carriers that
have the following parameters: BW1 = BW2 = BW2 = 40
MHz, γ1 = γ2 = γ3 = 10 dB, and fill rates of the first and
second carriers are fixed as fr,1 = 80% and fr,2 = 40%,
while the third carrier has a variable fill rate varies as
fr,3 = [10 : 10 : 100]%. The number of the allocated PDUs
per each carrier versus the variable parameter fr,3 is plotted
in Fig. 11. Clearly, the proposed algorithm is very tight to
the theoretical distribution, which corroborates its validity.
Moreover, it can be clearly seen that the number of allocated
PDUs to the third carrier is monotonically increasing with fill
rate. Additionally, the curves of second and third carriers are
intersected at fr,3 = 40% that equals to fr,2, which means
that they process same number of PDUs (η2 = η3). Similar
observation can be noticed when first and third carriers have
identical parameters at fr,3 = 80% leading them to convey
same number of PDUs (η1 = η3).

The performance of the developed schedulers is evaluated
for delivering the transmitted PDUs in a correct order. Two
metrics are used here, namely the in-order delivery success
rate and the number of out-of-order PDUs, the former is cal-
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Fig. 12. In-order PDU delivery success rate versus load balancing factor
(α). A comparison between perceptive allocation, load balancing, and Round
Robin schedulers.

culated as the ratio of the in-order received PDUs to the total
number of the transmitted PDUs. In addition to the proposed
schedulers, we consider the traditional Round-Robin scheduler
[34] for comparison purposes. Fig. 12 presents the success rate
curves of delivering in-order PDUs versus α by employing
the aforementioned schedulers. Two carriers are considered
with bandwidths 50 MHz and 40 MHz, respectively, and their
SNRs are 10 dB and 8 dB, respectively. Further, we fixed the
fill rate of the first carrier to 70%, while the fill rate of the
second carrier is ranging between fr,2 = [30, 100]%. A stream
of 100 PDUs of length 1400 bytes are processed through the
implemented simulator.

Fig. 12 clearly reveals that our perceptive scheduler in
Algorithm (3) for carrier aggregation achieves the highest
success rate with zero out-of-order PDU. It can also be
seen that however the load balancing scheduler distributes
PDUs efficiently between the considered carriers but it is
not enough by itself to deliver them in-order at the receiver
side. Similarly, Round-Robin scheduler cannot guarantee the
order of the received PDUs unless both carriers are balanced
because it is neither considering the available spectrum re-
sources nor tracking the BBFrame creation process. Further,
the occurrence of the ordering problems when using Round
Robin and load balancing schedulers is completely different
because they consider different allocation schemes. Since
Round Robin uses a fixed allocation sequence, the ordering
problems occur continuously in a repetitive pattern, whereas
ordering errors with the load balancing method behaves more
arbitrary because the allocation sequences are influenced by
the carrier parameters’ combinations. Thus, both schedulers
show a clear variation in their packet delivery curves even
for the same carrier parameters. Consequently, the proposed
perceptive scheduling algorithm can serve as an efficient mean
for carrier aggregation in designing practical satellite systems.

Furthermore, performance of the three schedulers in terms
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Fig. 13. Number of out-of-order PDUs versus the SNR difference between
carriers. A comparison between perceptive allocation, load balancing, and
Round Robin schedulers.

of the number of out-of-order PDUs are evaluated versus
some parameters other than alpha. For instance, the SNR
difference between the aggregated carriers while all other
parameters are fixed. Specifically, we consider 100 PDUs
(µ = 100), each of length 1200 bytes, and two carriers with
equal bandwidths BW1 = BW2 = 10 MHz, and different fill
rates fr,1 = 60% and fr,2 = 50%, respectively. Meanwhile,
the SNR of first carrier increases as γ1 = [2 : 1 : 12]
dB and the second carrier is on steady condition with SNR
γ2 = 2 dB. The PDUs are transmitted when both carriers
are aggregated and scheduling is performed by using Round
Robin, load balancing, and perceptive allocation. The number
of out-of-order PDUs are examined at the PDUs order check
block at the receiver side. The obtained results are plotted in
Fig. 13 against the difference between carriers’ SNRs. Clearly,
perceptive scheduler gives a steady and perfect performance
comparing to other schedulers. Moreover, Round-Robin per-
formance degrades with the growth of SNR difference.

Fig. 14 investigates the number of out-of-order PDUs
versus carrier fill rate while all other parameters are fixed.
Performance of the studied schedulers are evaluated under the
following parameters. A stream of PDUs µ = 200 with a
length of each is 1300 bytes is considered for communication
through two different carriers. Specifically, carriers’ bandwidth
are BW1 = 12 and BW2 = 10 MHz, respectively, and their
SNRs are assumed to be constant as γ1 = 10 dB and γ1 = 7
dB, respectively. Fill rate of the first carrier is fr,1 = 50%,
while it varies for second carrier as fr,2 = [30 : 5 : 65]%.
These combinations of carrier parameters produce an incre-
mental load balancing factor ranging from α = 0.46 to α = 1
corresponds to the growth of fr,2. Fig. 14 depicts the obtained
results, where it can be clearly seen that perceptive scheduling
method outperforms other schedulers, and load balancing algo-
rithm is exceeding the performance of traditional Round Robin
scheduler. However, a gradual performance enhancement can
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be noticed when fill rate increases. This incremental fill rate
moves the aggregated carriers from being unbalanced to the
condition of being perfectly balanced when α = 1, which
makes the incompetent schedulers perform well.

In order to quantify the complexity of the proposed algo-
rithms and illustrate the differences in terms of the processing
time, the execution time of the established PDU scheduler
block (shown in Fig. 4) has been tracked and measured by
the profile report function of Matlab. Specifically, we have
tested 300 random carrier parameters’ combinations and ex-
tracted the time consumed by the scheduler block solely when
carrier aggregation is applied, first by using load balancing
and next when the perceptive allocation is performed. These
experiments were conducted on an average laptop PC (Dell
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Fig. 16. Overall processing time versus carrier’s fill rate. A comparison
between single carrier communication and carrier aggregation when using
load balancing and perceptive schedulers.

Latitude 5490, Intel R© CoreTM i7-8650U CPU @ 1.90GHz,
16GB RAM), using Matlab R2020a. The obtained results are
averaged with respect to each unique α value and plotted in
Fig. 15. Interestingly, the report shows that the load balancing
takes an average of 0.08% of the whole processing time of
transmitting and receiving 100 PDUs, while the perceptive
scheduler takes an average of 0.26%. Thus, enabling carrier
aggregation slightly increases the processing time but still it
is a fair tradeoff comparing with the achieved gain in terms of
peak data rate. The extra time complexity of the perceptive
scheduler is resulting from tracking the BBFrame creation
process. It can be readily seen that when the aggregated car-
riers are balanced (α→ 1), the computation of the perceptive
scheduler decreases where the load balancing scheduler causes
less ordering problems.

Next, processing time of transmitting and receiving a stream
of PDUs (µ = 200), with maximum length for each PDU
(1500 bytes), is measured under two different scenarios for
comparison purposes. First, when the communication is con-
ducted through a single carrier has a variable capacity, namely
BW1 = 10 MHz, γ1 = 8 dB, and fr,1 = [20 : 5 : 80]%.
Second, this single carrier is aggregated with another fixed
carrier with a larger capacity ( BW2 = 10 MHz, γ2 = 8
dB, and fr,2 = 80%) and employed for communicating the
same stream of PDUs. The processing time for both cases are
analyzed and plotted versus the fill rate of the first carrier in
Fig. 16. Surprisingly, the single carrier case takes a longer
communication time comparing with carrier aggregation for
the same PDU stream due to the limited capacity offered
by this carrier to convey these PDUs. Specifically, when the
PDU size is greater than the available BBFrame useful bits,
the PDU will be further fragmented into smaller segments,
which eventually adds computational loads and delays to
perform the additional GSE encapsulation/decapsulation and
PDU fragmentation/defragmentation. Meanwhile, the process-
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ing time decreases when the capacity of the first carrier starts
to increase, i.e., fr,1 > 60%. Therefore, enabling carrier
aggregation for satellite communications will not only improve
system capacity but it also can help alleviating complexity and
queuing through offloading the congested carriers, and then
providing a seamless user experience.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY OF ROUND ROBIN, LOAD BALANCING, AND

PERCEPTIVE SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS.

Metric / Scheduler Round
Robin

Load
balancing

Perceptive
scheduling

Scheduling criteria Blind
distribution

Channel
capacity

Channel
capacity and

BBFrame size

Spectral efficiency Not
efficient Efficient Efficient

Performance with
balanced carriers

Bad (unless
perfectly
balanced)

Better Superior

Performance with
unbalanced carriers Bad Good Superior

Computational
complexity Very low Low Low

Applications with
low tolerance to

out-of-order
delivery

Not suitable Not suitable Suitable

Table I summarizes the pros and cons of Round Robin, load
balancing, and perceptive scheduling approaches for carrier
aggregation. On one hand, Round Robin and load balancing
can be used when the transport layer protocol considers
UDP with high tolerance to out-of-order PDUs, although load
balancing is better in terms of the spectral utilization. On
the other hand, the perceptive approach can be considered
as a feasible option for reliable and efficient communications
because it is capable of avoiding the delays from calling TCP
to reassemble the received packets in the correct order.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper constructed a new link layer structure to integrate
carrier aggregation technique into satellite systems without
disturbing the architecture of the upper layers. In other words,
carrier aggregation is invisible to the other layers in view of
that the entire set of aggregated carriers can be seen as a
single carrier communications. In link layer entity, data packet
scheduling algorithms are developed to efficiently utilize the
considered carriers. The proposed load balancing scheduler
allocates the incoming packets based on link capacity and fill
rate of the aggregated carriers. This scheduler provides fair
allocation to the transmitted packets and efficiently utilizes
carriers’ resources but it brings about an ordering issue at the
receiver side. Thus, it can be beneficial for some applications
that have high tolerance to out-of-order delivery. To address
the ordering challenge, a perceptive scheduling algorithm has
been developed that incorporates the tradeoff between channel
capacity and the instantaneous availability of the spectral
resources. The latter scheduler outperforms the proposed load
balancing allocation scheme and the traditional Round-Robin
scheduler in terms of in-order packet delivery. Moreover,

the added complexity due to enabling carrier aggregation is
marginal comparing to single carrier communication and it is
still a fair tradeoff when looking at the achievable peak data
rate. Finally, carrier aggregation helps alleviating complexity
and queuing delays through offloading the congested carriers,
and thus providing an ameliorated user experience.
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